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 Chapter 2: Starting A Web Site 
 

Objectives: 
After reading this chapter you should be entertained and learned to: 

1- Develop A Web Page Using HTML. 
2- Cascade Stylesheet. 
3- Publish A Web Page. 
4- Page Developing Tools. 
5- Static vs. Dynamic Pages. 
6- Some Web Design Concepts. 

 
2.1 Develop Using HTML: 

 
2.1.1 Introduction: 

H-T-M-L are initials that stand for Hyper Text Markup Language. HTML is designed to 
specify the logical organization of a document, with important hypertext extensions. It is not designed 
to be the language of a “What You See Is All What You Get” WYSIAWYG word processor such as 
Word or WordPerfect. This choice was made because the same HTML document is platform 
independent. Thus, for example, HTML allows you to mark selections of text as titles or paragraphs, 
and then leaves the interpretation of these marked elements up to the browser. 

HTML instructions divide the text of a document into blocks called elements. These can be 
divided into two broad categories -- those that define how the BODY of the document is to be 
displayed by the browser, and those that define information `about' the document, such as the title or 
relationships to other documents. The vocabulary of these elements and a description of the overall 
design of HTML documents is given in the rest of Section 2.1.2. The Last part of that section also 
describes standard naming schemes for HTML documents and related files. 

The detailed rules for HTML (the names of the tags/elements, how they can be used) are 
defined using another language known as the standard generalized markup language, or SGML. SGML 
is wickedly difficult, and was designed for massive document collections, such as repair manuals for F-
16 fighters, or maintenance plans for nuclear submarines. Fortunately, HTML is much simpler! 

However, SGML has useful features that HTML lacks. For this reason, markup language and 
software experts have developed a new language, called XML (the eXtensible markup language) which 
has most of the most useful features of HTML and SGML. 

 
2.1.2 Requirements: 

There are certain things you'll need to get started. These are: 
 

2.1.2.1 A Text Editor: 
Any text editor. If it can save in plain (ASCII) text, it will do. This means that anything from 

Microsoft Word 6.0 to the DOS Edit program to TeachText to UNIX vi will work. All it has to do is 
save the documents in plain, flat, un-styled ASCII-style text.  

When you write to the word processor you will need to follow a few steps:  
1. Write the page as you would any other document.  
2. When you go to save the document, ALWAYS choose SAVE AS.  
3. Save your document as ASCII TEXT DOS or just TEXT. 
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4. Add a suffix. For all HTML documents, you will add either ".htm" or ".html".  
5. You have to take care with the CAPs (specially with files names as links).   
6. When you started writing HTML, you saved pages and any contents in the same folder. 
7. When you find a page you like, click on VIEW at the top of the screen (or right click and 

view source). 
 

2.1.2.2 A Web Browser: 

Netscape Navigator, NCSA Mosaic, Microsoft Internet Explorer, Lynx, MacWeb/WinWeb, 
Cello, Chimera, WebExplorer, NetCruiser, whatever. In fact, it's a good idea to keep more than one 
browser around for testing purposes.  

 
2.1.2.3 A Graphics Tool: 

You can draw pictures with no problem, but can you get them into the right format? In order 
to include a picture in a Web page, it needs to be in the Graphic Interchange Format (GIF). Adobe 
Photoshop will save indexed color files as GIF files, and there are a number of format converters on the 
market. Whatever you get, make sure you can get your files into GIF.  

 
2.1.2.4 A Web Server: 

Strictly speaking, this is optional. You can write Web pages in a text editor, save them to your 
machine's hard drive, and load the pages into your Web browser in order to see how they look. You 
don't even need a network connection to do this. 

However, if you plan to publish your documents so the rest of the world can benefit from 
them, you'll need to put them on a Web server. As long as you're using a Windows-based PC, a 
Macintosh, or a UNIX box, and it's connected to the Internet, you can set your machine up as a Web 
server 

 
2.2 HTML Tags: 
 
2.2.1 Page : 
 
2.2.1.1 Document Structures : 

<html>...</html> 

<head>...</head> 

<body>...</body> 

 

 
 <HTML> 
 
  <HEAD> 
   <title>, <base>, <link>, <isindex>, <meta> 
  </HEAD> 
  
  <BODY> 
   Body of the document 
  </BODY> 
 
 </HTML> 
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 2.2.1.2 Background and Text Color:  

<body bgcolor=# text=# link=# alink=# vlink=#> 

<body background="image-URL"> 

bgcolor --- background color  
text --- text color  
link --- link color  
alink --- active link color  
vlink --- visited link color  
background --- background image  

#=rrggbb 

Color is specified with a hexadecimal red-green-blue. 
Each one can have 16 number: 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,a,b,c,d,e,f. 
To see the hexadecimal colors, visit http://www.h-elmahdy.net/graphics/colors.htm 
 

2.2.1.3 Horizontal Rules: 

Hair Line<hr> 

<hr> 
 

<hr size=#> 

<hr size=10>  
 

<hr width=#> 

<hr width=50> 
<hr width=50%>  

 
 

<hr align=#> #=left, right 

<hr width=50% align=left> 
<hr width=50% align=right>  
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2.2.2 Font : 
 
2.2.2.1 Header : 

Today is fine! <h1>Today is fine!</h1>  

Today is fine! <h2>Today is fine!</h2>  

Today is fine! <h3>Today is fine!</h3>  

Today is fine! <h4>Today is fine!</h4>  

Today is fine! <h5>Today is fine!</h5>  

Today is fine! <h6>Today is fine!</h6>  

• <hn>---</hn> tag makes fonts bold.  
• <hn>---</hn> tag inserts a blank line without <p> tag.  

So it can't include differnt font sizes in one line.  
And <p> tag doesn't work at <hn>---</hn><p>.  

2.2.2.2 Font Size: 

Today is fin  
<font size=7>Today is fine!</font>  

Today is fine!  <font size=6>Today is fine!</font>  

Today is fine!  <font size=5>Today is fine!</font>  

Today is fine!  <font size=4>Today is fine!</font>  
Today is fine!  <font size=3>Today is fine!</font>  
Today is fine!  <font size=2>Today is fine!</font>  
Today is fine!  <font size=1>Today is fine!</font> 

2.2.2.3 Default font size:  

• This is base font size with no size tag. ---------> Today is fine! 
This is same size as <h3> in Mosaic, and as <h4> and <font size=3> in Netscape. 

2.2.2.4 Physical Style: 
 
Today is fine!  
Today is fine!  

Today is fine!  
Today is fine!  

<b>Today is fine!</b>  

<i>Today is fine!</i>  
<u>Today is fine!</u>  

<tt>Today is fine!</tt>  

Bold  

Italic  
Underline  

Typewriter  
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2.2.2.5 Logical Style: 
 

Today is fine!  
Today is fine!  
Today is fine!  
Today is fine!  
Today is fine!  

Today is fine!  
Today is fine!  

Today is fine!  

<em>Today is fine!</em>  

<strong>Today is fine!</strong>  
<code>Today is fine!</code>  

<samp>Today is fine!</samp>  

<kbd>Today is fine!</kbd>  

<var>Today is fine!</var>  

<dfn>Today is fine!</dfn>  

<cite>Today is fine!</cite>  

Emphasis  

Strong  
Program Code  

Sample  
Keyboard  

Variable  
Defined  

Citation 

2.2.2.6 Other Style: 
 
Today is fine!  

Today is fine!  

Today is fine!  

<sup>Today is fine!</sup>  

<sub>Today is fine!</sub>  

<s>Today is fine!</s>  

Superscript  
Subscript  

Strike through 

 
2.2.2.7 Size & Style combination: 

• Almost Browser is under the effect of only one closed pair of tags.  

Today is fine!  

<i> 
    <font size=5> 
        <b>Today</b>  is  
        <font size=6> fine!</font> 
    </font> 
</i> 

 
2.2.3 Text Style: 
 
2.2.3.1 Line Control: 

Paragraph (Work as Blank line) <p> 

How is everything?  

It is O.K.  

How is everything?<p>It is O.K.  

Break Line <br> 

How is everything?  
It is O.K.  

How are you?<br> It is O.K.  
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No Break <nobr> 

<nobr>  
Close your browser window width, and find how this tag will work! 
</nobr>  

Close your browser window width, and find how this tag will work!  

2.2.3.2 Centering: 
 <hn align=center>...</hn>  

<p align=center>...</p>  

<center>...</center>  

Wonderful!!  

This must be my dream.  
 
2.2.3.3 Basic Listing: 

Unordered list <ul><li>...</ul> 

• Today  
• Tomorrow  

<ul> 
<li>Today 
<li>Tomorrow 
</ul>  

• ONE  
o TWO  

§ THREE  

<ul><li>ONE 
    <ul><li>TWO 
        <ul><li>THREE 
</ul></ul></ul> 

Ordered lists <ol><li>...</ol> 

1. Today  
2. Tomorrow  

<ol> 
<li>Today 
<li>Tomorrow 
</ol>  

1. ONE  
1. TWO  

1. THREE  

<ol><li>ONE 
    <ol><li>TWO 
        <ol><li>THREE 
</ol></ol></ol> 

Definition lists <dl><dt>...<dd>...</dl> 

Today  
Today will be yesterday.  

Tomorrow  
Tomorrow will be today.  

<dl> 
<dt>Today 
<dd>Today is yesterday. 
<dt>Tomorrow 
<dd>Tomorrow is today. 
</dl>  

 

<h3 align=center> 
Wonderful!! 
</h3> 
<center> 
This must be my dream. 
</center>  
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Definition lists Compact <dl compact><dt>...<dd>...</dl> 

Today  
Today will be yesterday.  

Next  
Tomorrow will be today.  

<dl compact> 
<dt>Today 
<dd>Today is yesterday. 
<dt>Tomorrow 
<dd>Tomorrow is today. 
</dl>  

 
2.2.3.4 Customized Listing Items: 

Mark Styles <li type=#> #=disc, circle, square 

• ONE  
o TWO  
§ THREE  

<ul> 
<li type=disc>ONE 
<li type=circle>TWO 
<li type=square>THREE 
</ul>  

Capital Letters <li type=#> #=A, a, I, i, 1 

A. ONE-ONE  
B. ONE-TWO  

<ol> 
<li type=A>ONE-ONE 
<li>ONE-TWO 
</ol>  

a. ONE-ONE  
b. ONE-TWO  

<ol> 
<li type=a>ONE-ONE 
<li>ONE-TWO 
</ol>  

I. ONE-ONE  
II. ONE-TWO  

<ol> 
<li type=I>ONE-ONE 
<li>ONE-TWO 
</ol>  

i. ONE-ONE  
ii. ONE-TWO  

<ol> 
<li type=i>ONE-ONE 
<li>ONE-TWO 
</ol>  

1. ONE-ONE  
2. ONE-TWO  

<ol> 
<li type=1>ONE-ONE 
<li>ONE-TWO 
</ol>  

List started number <ol start=#> 
#=number 

E. ONE-ONE  
F. ONE-TWO  

10. TWO-ONE  

x. TWO-TWO  

<ol start=5> 
<li type=A>ONE-ONE 
<li>ONE-TWO 
 <ol start=10> 
 <li>TWO-ONE 
 <li type=i>TWO-ONE 
</ol></ol> 
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2.2.3.5 Preformatted Text: 

<pre>...</pre> 

Please use your card 
VISA    Master 
Here is an order form. 

• Fax 
•  
• Air Mail 
•  

<pre> 
Please use your card. 
VISA    Master 
<b>Here is an order form.</b> 
<ul><li>Fax 
<li>Air Mail</ul> 
</pre> 

<listing>...</listing> 

Please use your card 
VISA    Master 
Here is an order form. 

• Fax 
•  
• Air Mail 
•  

<listing> 
Please use your card. 
VISA    Master 
<b>Here is an order form.</b> 
<ul><li>Fax 
<li>Air Mail</ul> 
</listing> 

<xmp>...</xmp> 

Please use your card 
VISA    Master 
Here is an order form. 

• Fax 
•  
• Air Mail 
•  

<xmp> 
Please use your card. 
VISA    Master 
<b>Here is an order form.</b> 
<ul><li>Fax 
<li>Air Mail</ul> 
</xmp> 

• <plaintext> tag is similar to <xmp>. But it has no </plaintext> tag.  

2.2.3.6 Others: 

Blockquote <blockquote>...</blockquote> 

Her Song:  
When I was young, I listened to the radio waiting 
for OM Colthoum and Halin....  

Her Song: 
<blockquote> 
When I was young, I listened to the radio  
waiting for OM Colthoum and Halin.... 
</blockquote>  

Blink <blink>...</blink> 

Here we are!  <BLINK> Here we are! </BLINK>  
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2.2.4 Image : 
 
2.2.4.1 Basic Rules of Image: 

• <img src=image_URL>  
• <img src=image_URL alt=image-name> 

Text based browsers can display "image-name" given in <alt> tag.  
• Most Web browsers can display GIF or X Bitmap (XBM) format as in-line images.  
• Netscape supports JPEG format for in-line image.  

2.2.4.2 Image aligned with Text: 
 

  

<img src=URL align=top> My face!  

  
 

<img src=URL align=middle> My face!  

My Face!  

<img src=URL align=bottom> My face!  

• One text line can be flown into the both side of Image.  

2.2.4.3 Floating Image: 

<img align=left> 

My Face! 

My Face! 
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My Face! 
It is always 
smiling. 
Hahaha.... 
 

 

<img src=URL align=left>My Face!<br> 
It is always<br> 
smiling.<br> 
Hahaha....<br> 

<img align=right> 

My Face! 
It is always 
smiling. 
Hahaha.... 

<img src=URL align=right>My Face!<br> 
It is always<br> 
smiling.<br> 
Hahaha....<br> 

 

 
<br clear=all> 
 

 My Face! 
It is always 
smiling. 
Hahaha.... 

<img src=URL align=left>My 
Face!<br> 
It is always 
<br> 
smiling.<br> 
Hahaha....<br> 

 

<img vspace=# hspace=#> #=value 

My Face! 
It is always 
smiling. 
Hahaha.... 
 

 

<img src=URL align=left vspace=10 
hspace=20>My Face!<br> 
It is always<br> 
smiling.<br> 
Hahaha....<br> 
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2.2.4.4 Border Line (E-HTML ONLY): 

<img border=#> #=value 

 

<img src=URL border=15>  

 

<a href="URL"> 
<img src=URL border=15> 
</a> 

 
2.2.5 Table: 
 
1.2.5.1 Table Basic Tags: 
 
<table>...</table> - table 
<tr> - row difinition 
<th> - header 
<td> - data cell 
 

Food Drink Sweet 
A B C 

 

<table border> 
<tr><th>Food</th> 
    <th>Drink</th><th>Sweet</th> 
<tr><td>A</td> 
    <td>B</td><td>C</td>  
</table> 

 

 

Food Drink Sweet 
A B C 

 

<table border=0> 
<tr><th>Food</th> 
    <th>Drink</th><th>Sweet</th> 
<tr><td>A</td> 
    <td>B</td><td>C</td>  
</table> 
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2.2.5.2 Table Span: 
 
Column Span <th colspan=#> 

Morning Menu 
Food Drink Sweet 
A B C 

 

<table border> 
<tr><th colspan=3> Morning Menu</th> 
<tr><th>Food</th> 
    <th>Drink</th><th>Sweet</th> 
<tr><td>A</td> 
    <td>B</td><td>C</td> 
</table> 
 

Row Span <th rowspan=#> 

Morning Menu 
Food A 
Drink B 
Sweet C 

 

<table border> 
<tr><th rowspan=3> Morning Menu</th> 
    <th>Food</th> <td>A</td></tr> 
<tr><th>Drink</th> <td>B</td></tr> 
<tr><th>Sweet</th> <td>C</td></tr> 
</table> 

 
 
2.2.5.3 Table Size: 

<table border=#> 

Food Drink Sweet 
A B C 

 

<table border=10> 
<tr><th>Food</th> 
    <th>Drink</th><th>Sweet</th> 
<tr><td>A</td> 
    <td>B</td><td>C</td>  
</table> 
 

 

<table width=# height=#> 

Food Drink Sweet 
A B C 

 

<table border width=170 height=100> 
<tr><th>Food</th> 
    <th>Drink</th><th>Sweet</th> 
<tr><td>A</td> 
    <td>B</td><td>C</td>  
</table> 
 

 

<table cellspacing=#> 

Food Drink Sweet 

A B C 
 

<table border cellspacing=10> 
<tr><th>Food</th> 
    <th>Drink</th><th>Sweet</th> 
<tr><td>A</td> 
    <td>B</td><td>C</td>  
</table> 
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<table cellpadding=#> 

Food Drink Sweet 

A B C 
 

<table border cellpadding=10> 
<tr><th>Food</th> 
    <th>Drink</th><th>Sweet</th> 
<tr><td>A</td> 
    <td>B</td><td>C</td>  
</table> 

 
2.2.5.4 Table Text Layout: 

<tr align=#>  
<th align=#>  #=left, center, right 
<td align=#>  
 

Food Drink Sweet 
A B C 

 

<table border width=160> 
<tr><th>Food</th> 
    <th>Drink</th><th>Sweet</th> 
<tr> 
    <td align=left>A</td> 
    <td align=center>B</td> 
    <td align=right>C</td>  
</table> 
 

<tr valign=#>  
<th valign=#>  #=top, middle, bottom, baseline 
<td valign=#>  

Food Drink Sweet Other 
A B C D 

 

<table border height=100> 
<tr> 
    <th>Food</th><th>Drink</th> 
    <th>Sweet</th><th>Other</th> 
<tr> 
    <td valign=top>A</td> 
    <td valign=middle>B</td> 
    <td valign=bottom>C</td> 
    <td valign=baseline>D</td> 
</table> 
 

2.2.6 Form:  
 

This section needs that you are using a Web Server (to be explained next chapters). 
 
2.2.6.1 Basic Structure: 
 
Form Basic: 

<form action="url" method=*> 
  ...  
  ...  
    <input type=submit> <input type=reset> 
</form>  
*=GET, POST  

 
Input Basic: 

<input type=* name=**> 
*=text, password, checkbox, radio, image, hidden, submit, reset  
**=Symbolic Name for CGI script  
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2.2.6.2 Text & Password: 
 
*=text, password  
<input type=*> 
<input type=* value=**> 
 

Your Name:  

Your Home Page: http://  

Password:  
Submit Query Reset

 

 

<form action= program.php method=POST> 
Your Name:  
   <input type=text name=name><br> 
Your Home Page:  
   <input type=text name=home value=http://><br> 
Password:  
   <input type=password name=name><br> 
   <input type=submit><input type=reset> 
</form> 

<input type=* size=**> 
<input type=* maxlength=**> 
 

 
 

Submit Query Reset
 

 

<form action= program.php method=POST> 
   <input type=text name=a01 size=40><br> 
   <input type=text name=a02 maxlength=5><br> 
   <input type=submit><input type=reset> 
</form> 
 

 
2.2.6.3 Checkbox & Radio: 
<input type=checkbox> 
<input type=checkbox checked> 
<input type=checkbox value=**> 
 

Banana  

Apple  

Orange  
Submit Query Reset

 
 

 
<form action=program.php method=POST> 
   <input type=checkbox name=f01>Banana<p> 
   <input type=checkbox name=f02 checked>Apple<p> 
   <input type=checkbox name=f03 value=Orange>Orange<p> 
   <input type=submit><input type=reset> 
</form> 

 
<input type=radio value=**> 
<input type=radio value=** checked> 
 

Banana  

Apple  

Orange  
Submit Query Reset

 

 
<form action=program.php method=POST> 
   <input type=radio name=fruits>Banana<p> 
   <input type=radio name=fruits checked>Apple<p> 
   <input type=radio name=fruits value=Orange>Orange<p> 
   <input type=submit><input type=reset> 
</form> 
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2.2.6.4 Image coordinates: 

<input type=image src=url> 

 

x2 x4 x6 
Reset

 

 
 
<form action=program.php method=POST> 
   <input type=image name=face src=f.gif><p> 
   <input type=radio name=zoom value=2 checked>x2 
   <input type=radio name=zoom value=4>x4 
   <input type=radio name=zoom value=6>x6<p> 
   <input type=reset> 
</form> 

 
2.2.6.5 Hidden Element: 
 
<input type=hidden value=*> 
 
Here is a hidden element.  

Submit Query Reset
 

<form action=program.php method=POST> 
   <input type=hidden name=add value=hh@h.edu> 
          Here is a hidden element. <p> 
   <input type=submit><input type=reset> 
</form> 

 

 
2.2.6.6 Selectable Menu: 
Select tag's Basic Construction 

<select name=*> 
      <option> ... 
</select>  

<option selected> 
<option value=**> 
 
Apple  

Submit Query Reset
 

 

<form action=program.php method=POST> 
   <select name=fruits> 
           <option>Banana 
           <option selected>Apple 
           <option value=My_Favorite>Orange 
      </select><p> 
   <input type=submit><input type=reset> 
</form> 

<select size=**> 
Banana
Apple
Orange  

Submit Query Reset
 

<form action=program.php method=POST> 
   <select name=fruits size=3> 
           <option>Banana 
           <option selected>Apple 
           <option value=My_Favorite>Orange 
           <option>Peach 
        </select><p> 
    <input type=submit><input type=reset> 
</form> 
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<select size=** multiple> 

Banana
Apple
Orange  

Submit Query Reset
 

<form action=program.php method=POST> 
   <select name=fruits size=3 multiple> 
           <option selected>Banana 
           <option selected>Apple 
           <option value=My_Favorite>Orange 
           <option selected>Peach 
         </select><p> 
       <input type=submit><input type=reset> 
</form> 

 
2.2.6.7 Text Area: 
<textarea name=* rows=** cols=**> ... </textarea> 

 

Submit Query Reset
 

<form action=program.php method=POST> 
<textarea name=comment rows=5 cols=60> 
</textarea> 
<P> 
<input type=submit><input type=reset> 
</form> 

 
2.3 Cascade Stylesheets: 
 
2.3.1 What are Stylesheets ? 

Cascading Style Sheets are a combination of Selectors and Properties that are used to control 
the appearance of a page. They are used to replace the font tags, blank images and nested tables that 
designers have relied on to control layout on the screen. 

A Selector is a defined style that is made up of properties to control the appearance of an 
element on the page. For example if we wanted all our paragraphs be displayed with the Arial, 
Helvetica, sans-serif font family we could create a 'p' selector and use a font-family property to specify 
that font. 

A Property is used to define one thing (of which there are many) about an element. Properties 
are defined in name: value pairs within a selector. 

In late 1996 CSS (Cascading StyleSheets) became a reality, forged by our good friends the » 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Your stylesheet acts as a partner to your HTML code; taking 
care of all the layout, fonts, colours and overall look of your site. 

2.3.2 Why use CSS ? 

The simplest answer is that we are marking up a page without attaching any particular style to 
those elements. Thus if we want to change the appearance of a page we don't have to change all the 
markup - just the style sheet. This leads to a greater flexibility when developing pages, it is also the 
recommended way of producing accessible webpages.... oh yeah and the webpages you produce are 
smaller which means they load quicker and the source code is easier to read. 

Another of CSS’s boons is that you define things once, making it far more efficient than 
defining everything in HTML on every page. This means: 
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• Pages download faster, sometimes by as much as 50%  
• You have to type less code, and your pages are shorter and neater.  
• The look of your site is kept consistent throughout all the pages that work off the same 

stylesheet.  
• Updating your design and general site maintenance are made much easier, and errors caused 

by editing multiple HTML pages occur far less often.  

Well-authored CSS also improves the accessibility of web content, allowing access through 
myriad devices (handheld PDAs for example) and ensuring that web users with disabilities are still able 
to receive it. It also eliminates the need for browser-specific hacks and tags, which means your site has 
a better chance of working across all major browsers. 

Initially vaguely intimidating, CSS is a well-designed, elegant language. It is hugely important 
for the future of web design, and has been pivotal in helping designers move away from the 
problematic, hack-ridden days of presentational HTML tags like <font>, and allowed us to return to 
using logical, structural elements which make our sites more accessible. 

All that, and there are dozens of powerful extra formatting options and possibilities available 
through stylesheet commands that are not possible through normal HTML. You’ll see these later on 
when we get on to things like backgrounds, spacing, layers and borders. 
 
2.3.3 Implementation: 

CSS files are termed “cascading” stylesheets because of two reasons: one stylesheet can 
cascade, or have influence over, multiple pages. Similarly, many CSS files can define a single page. 

There are 3 ways to implement css commands into your site: 

• Use one CSS file for all your pages. This is the best way to do it.  
• Integrate CSS commands into the head of each of your documents.  
• Use the style attribute to put CSS code directly into a HTML element.  

CSS allows you to use all three of these methods in glorious tandem, inheriting and overriding 
values as you go (we’ll get on to all that in the next tutorial). 
 
2.3.3 One Central Stylesheet: 

This is how you should use most of your CSS. You write just one .css file and have all your 
pages referencing it. This way, a change to anything in this one file will adjust this thing (a font, for 
example) across your whole site. You could change your entire colour scheme with one modification if 
you want, over an unlimited number of pages. That’s one of the things CSS was designed for — 
flexibility. 

To create your stylesheet, open a text editor (NotePad or SimpleText will be fine). You learned 
how to save from a text editor into the .html file format? Well, here you’ll be doing roughly the same 
except your file will have a .css suffix. Just save a blank file as mystyles.css and put it in the same 
directory as your homepage. Now that you have that, I can show you the syntax used in CSS: 
And now a worked example: 
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p {color: blue; font-size: 120%; }  

Just put that one line into your file for the duration of this tutorial. That’s all you need. This rule 
applies to all paragraph elements. Once you’ve linked the stylesheet to your pages, having this style 
declaration in your css file would make all the text in your pages enclosed in the <p> and </p> tags 
blue, and sized 120% as big as the default font size. 

This is how all the affected paragraphs will be formatted. 
Have a look over these rules: 

• The selector is usually the name of a tag, without its triangle brackets.  
• The brackets are {curvy}, not [square] or (round).  
• After the property name there is a colon, and between each individual part there is a 

semicolon. Each of these pairs of properties and values is a declaration.  

You could add another line in under your first one. Try this line of CSS and then use some large 
headings on your page: 

h1 {font-family: Verdana, sans-serif; color: red; font-size: 20px; }  

Your stylesheet should look something like this. If you want to affect multiple selectors with 
the same CSS formatting, add them all together, with commas: 

p, div, h1 {color: #00DDFF; width: 80%; } /* modifies all 3 tags */ 

As above, you can also add comments to your stylesheet using the /*...*/ delimiters. These can 
give you or anyone else using your stylesheet vital tips about what’s going on in your code. 
 
2.3.4 Attaching Your Stylesheet: 

Now that you have something in your file, you’ll need to show your pages where their css file 
is. Put this line of code into the head part of any documents you want to read this file: 
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="mystyles.css">  

This could be a new tag to you — rel stands for the file’s ‘RELationship’, and type shows that 
it’s a text file acting as a CSS stylesheet. Once you’ve made sure that the href is correct (it can be 
defined absolutely or relatively), you should see your pages being formatted with your preferred values. 
You can link multiple stylesheets to each page if you want, like having one file with all your fonts, 
another for margins and spacing etc. 
 
2.3.5 Individual Style blocks: 

If you use a common design across all of your site’s pages, you should be using the method 
above. If, however, a number of pages need some particular styling and you need to override the values 
you’ve defined in your main stylesheet, you can use the style blocks method. To embed style, put this 
into your head: 

 
<style type="text/css"> 
    p {font-weight: normal; color: gray; } 
    h1 {color: black; } 
</style>  
 
The type attribute here allows browsers to treat this code as CSS. CSS code applied in this way 

is not technically a stylesheet , but is called an “inline style block.” 
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2.3.6 Using the Style Attribute: 
 
If you need to modify one tag on its own you can embed style information into it using the style 

attribute: 
<p style="color: blue; font-family: Arial; ">  

The style formatting will stop as soon as you close the tag it’s applied to, just like any other 
attribute, so it will be just this paragraph that will be affected. Also note that there aren’t any curvy 
brackets used here, but the colon/semicolon rule still applies. 

This method is useful for once-off formatting, and overriding previously defined properties, but 
you shouldn’t use it very much. If you find yourself adding the same style to multiple tags, it might be 
worth your while promoting it to your main stylesheet, to save time and space. 

If you’d like to see a fully-functioning stylesheet, you can look at ours: bubbleicious.css (use 
Notepad to open). Don’t be overwhelmed by the complexity, as there are some more advanced 
techniques being used that haven’t been explained yet... 

2.3.7 CSS Syntax: 
The CSS syntax is made up of three parts: a selector, a property and a value: 
selector {property: value} 

The selector is normally the HTML element/tag you wish to define, the property is the attribute 
you wish to change, and each property can take a value. The property and value are separated by a 
colon, and surrounded by curly braces: 

body {color: black} 

Note: If  the value is multiple words, put quotes around the value: 

p {font-family: "sans serif"} 

Note: If you wish to specify more than one property, you must separate each property with a 
semicolon. The example below shows how to define a center aligned paragraph, with a red text color: 

p {text-align:center;color:red} 

To make the style definitions more readable, you can describe one property on each line, like 
this: 

p 
{ 
text-align: center; 
color: black; 
font-family: A ِ◌◌ِ◌ِrial 
} 

2.3.7.1 Grouping: 

You can group selectors. Separate each selector with a comma. In the example below we have 
grouped all the header elements. All header elements will be displayed in green text color: 

h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6  
{ 
color: green} 
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2.3.7.2 The class Selector: 

With the class selector you can define different styles for the same type of HTML element. Say 
that you would like to have two types of paragraphs in your document: one right-aligned paragraph, 
and one center-aligned paragraph. Here is how you can do it with styles:  

p.right {text-align: right} 
p.center {text-align: center} 

You have to use the class attribute in your HTML document: 
<p class="right"> 
This paragraph will be right-aligned. 
</p> 
<p class="center"> 
This paragraph will be center-aligned. 
</p> 

Note: Only one class attribute can be specified per HTML element! The example below is wrong: 

<p class="right" class="center"> 
This is a paragraph. 
</p> 

You can also omit the tag name in the selector to define a style that will be used by all HTML 
elements that have a certain class. In the example below, all HTML elements with class="center" will 
be center-aligned: 

.center {text-align: center} 

In the code below both the h1 element and the p element have class="center". This means that 
both elements will follow the rules in the ".center" selector:   

<h1 class="center"> 
This heading will be center-aligned 
</h1> 
<p class="center"> 
This paragraph will also be center-aligned. 
</p>  

Do NOT start a class name with a number! It will not work in Mozilla/Firefox. 

2.3.7.3 The id Selector: 

You can also define styles for HTML elements with the id selector. The id selector is defined as 
a #. The style rule below will match the element that has an id attribute with a value of "green": 

#green {color: green} 

The style rule below will match the p element that has an id with a value of "para1": 
p#para1 
{ 
text-align: center; 
color: red 
} 

Do NOT start an ID name with a number! It will not work in Mozilla/Firefox. 
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2.3.7.4 CSS Comments: 

Comments are used to explain your code, and may help you when you edit the source code at a 
later date. A comment will be ignored by browsers. A CSS comment begins with "/*", and ends with 
"*/", like this: 

/* This is a comment */ 
p 
{ 
text-align: center; 
/* This is another comment */ 
color: black; 
font-family: arial 
} 

2.3.7.5 How to Insert a Style Sheet: 
When a browser reads a style sheet, it will format the document according to it. There are three 

ways of inserting a style sheet:  
2.3.7.6 External Style Sheet: 

An external style sheet is ideal when the style is applied to many pages. With an external style 
sheet, you can change the look of an entire Web site by changing one file. Each page must link to the 
style sheet using the <link> tag. The <link> tag goes inside the head section:  

<head> 
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 
href="mystyle.css" /> 
</head> 

The browser will read the style definitions from the file mystyle.css, and format the document 
according to it. An external style sheet can be written in any text editor. The file should not contain any 
html tags. Your style sheet should be saved with a .css extension. An example of a style sheet file is 
shown below:  

hr {color: sienna} 
p {margin-left: 20px} 
body {background-image: url("images/back40.gif")} 

Do NOT leave spaces between the property value and the units! If you use "margin-left: 20 px" 
instead of "margin-left: 20px" it will only work properly in IE6 but it will not work in Mozilla/Firefox 
or Netscape. 
2.3.7.5 Internal Style Sheet: 

An internal style sheet should be used when a single document has a unique style. You define internal 
styles in the head section by using the <style> tag, like this:  

<head> 
<style type="text/css"> 
hr {color: sienna} 
p {margin-left: 20px} 
body {background-image: url("images/back40.gif")} 
</style> 
</head> 

The browser will now read the style definitions, and format the document according to it.  

Note: A browser normally ignores unknown tags. This means that an old browser that does not support 
styles, will ignore the <style> tag, but the content of the <style> tag will be displayed on the page. It is 
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possible to prevent an old browser from displaying the content by hiding it in the HTML comment 
element:   

<head> 
<style type="text/css"> 
<!-- 
hr {color: sienna} 
p {margin-left: 20px} 
body {background-image: url("images/back40.gif")} 
--> 
</style> 
</head> 

2.3.7.6 Inline Styles: 

An inline style loses many of the advantages of style sheets by mixing content with presentation. 
Use this method sparingly, such as when a style is to be applied to a single occurrence of an element.  

To use inline styles you use the style attribute in the relevant tag. The style attribute can contain 
any CSS property. The example shows how to change the color and the left margin of a paragraph:  

 
<p style="color: sienna; margin-left: 20px"> 
This is a paragraph 
</p> 

2.3.7.7 Multiple Style Sheets: 

If some properties have been set for the same selector in different style sheets, the values will be 
inherited from the more specific style sheet. For example, an external style sheet has these properties 
for the h3 selector: 

h3  
{ 
color: red; 
text-align: left; 
font-size: 8pt 
} 

And an internal style sheet has these properties for the h3 selector: 
h3  
{ 
text-align: right;  
font-size: 20pt 
} 

If the page with the internal style sheet also links to the external style sheet the properties for h3 
will be: 

color: red;  
text-align: right;  
font-size: 20pt 

The color is inherited from the external style sheet and the text-alignment and the font-size is 
replaced by the internal style sheet. 

2.4 Using The HTML Frames: 

An HTML Frame is a new form of document. It uses a new type of markup that lets the 
document author divide the browser window into a number of frames. Each frame contains its own 
HTML document. 
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2.4.1 Frameset: 

In a frame document, the body tag is replaced with frameset tag. This frameset tag defines the 
layout of different frames within the browser window. You may give a name to any frame. This will 
enable you to target the area of that frame to display certain HTML document. Using frames may have 
some disadvantages. One of these disadvantages is having more than URL for the given site (so it is 
hard to print that site and bookmarking a required frame). In the other hand, it gives you a great facility 
to navigate your complete site with no go-backs. Also, it is a great practice for beginners to use it. 

Let us look at this example. 
 

 

 

 

Line #2 will set the browser window into two columns 19% and 81% as shown in the following 
figure. 

 
Line #3 geneartes the left hand side frame. It displays the file “menu.htm”. In our case, that file 

does not exist in the same folder, so it gives the “cannot be displayed”. 
Line #4 generates the right hand side frame. It displays the file “frame.htm”. The name will 

assign a name “windows” to that area. Let us develop some HTML files to practice frames. 
The following is source code listing of menu.htm: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

<HTML> 
<HEAD><TITLE>Menus</TITLE></HEAD> 
<TABLE border=7 bgcolor=black>  
<tr><td><a href="lectures.htm" target="windows"> 
        <font size=4 color=red face=tahoma><b>Lectures</b></a> 
     </td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="assign.htm" target=”windows”> 
        <font size=4 color=orange face=tahoma><b>Assignments</b></a> 
     </tr></TD> 
<tr><td><a href="http://www.h-elmahdy.net/" target=new> 
        <font size=4 color=yellow face=tahoma><b>Hesham</b></a> 
         </tr></TD> 
</table> 
<a href="frame.htm" target="windows"> 
   <font size=4 color=red>Original Page</a> 
</body> 
</HTML> 

<HTML> 
<frameset cols="19%, 81%"> 
          <frame src="menu.htm">  
          <frame src="frame.htm" name="windows">        
</frameset> 
</HTML> 
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The menu was designed as a navigator to the web site. We have three hyperlinks (Line #4, Line 
#7, and Line #10). The first two hyperlinks opens the related HTML file (lectures.htm and assign.htm) 
on the area named “windows”. While the third hyperlink opens the related site (http://www.h-
elmahdy.net) in a separate window named “new”. If you like to open any hyperlink in a new window 
keeping the others, use “target=_blank”. 

 

Note that: the” font tag” in Line #5 should be put in this order (after the hyperlink in  
Line #4), otherwise, the color of the hyperlink word would be changed to the color of the visited 
link (the default color of the visied link is violet). 

The following is source code listing of frame.htm: 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
The output site of those three files is shown in the following figure. 
 

 

2.5 Publish A Web Page: 

You need to have a web server connected to the Internet all the time. Also, you have to have a 
domain name (URL: Uniform Resource Locator) to let other people navigate your web site anytime 
any where. People may access your web server using your IP address, but this would expose you to the 
many hackers playing around on the Internet. A web servere installation was discussed in chapter 1 of 
this book. To have that web server running professionally with minimum problems, you have to have 
the following minimum requirements (depending on the importance of your application): 

• Reasonable bandwidth (depends on number of customers using your web site). 

• A firewall system. 

• An antivirus (the last two points would minimize the risks). 

• A strong machine (with its alternatives). 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Web Development</TITLE></HEAD> 
<BODY BACKGROUND=fcis.jpg bgproperties="fixed" vlink=cyan link=cyan 
alink=cyan> 
<CENTER> 
<font color=darkred size=7 face=tahoma> 
Web Development 
<br><br> 
</BODY></HTML> 

1 
2 
3 
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9 
10 
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• An audit system to monitor what is going on your server – almost all the time. 
The cost of a URL is about $12.00 a year. The cheapest hosting space is about L.E. 600 (500MB 

a year). The most important issue here is to select a host provider who has a reasonable infrastructure 
with good roumer.   

2.5.1 Using Geocities to Get A Free Domain Name: 

“http://www.geocities.com/” gives you 15 MB free hosting space and free account name (URL). 
According to “www.extra.com”, Geocities.com achieves the third rank vistors (after yahoo and msn). It 
also organizes its ads in a non-disturbing way. 

The following are the steps to have an account onto Geocities (if you have a yahoo account you 
can use its user name and password – skip to the next section): 

i-  Logon onto the Internet.  
ii- In the address bar of your browser enter www.geocities.com. 

iii- You will get this figure: 

 
iv- Select sign up for free: 
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v- It would check if you have an old account: 
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vi- Fill the following form: 

 
vii- Check the availability of user name: 
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viii- Complete the form as shown 

 
 

ix- Confirmation that you got an account: 
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x- Complete your profile: 

 
 

xi- You complete the first step to have an account: 
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2.5.2 Using Geocities as A Free Hosting Server: 
When you click onto “Build your web site now” in the last figure, you get: 

 
 
Select manage, you get: 
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Select “File Manager” 

 
 
Open File manager 

 
 
You can upload files, delete, rename, copy, edit, or creating a new file.  
 
When you select Upload Files, you will get: 
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You can browse to get file by file. As a beginner, you should get all files that compose your site into 
one folder. When finishing the upload, check your site. 
 

 
 
You have to make sure that: 

• Each file was uploaded successfully 
• Capital and small letters of file names (the remote server works under linux which is caps 

sensitive). 
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As mentioned before, as a beginner, all files would be in the same folder. 

 
 
You can edit the main file that creates frames 
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Now you are ready to browse your site: 
 

 
 

You also can edit any file (online). But, for economic purpose, it is better to do everything 
offline, then upload changed files. New files will overideold ones. 
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2.5.3 Selecting A Web Host and A URL: 

There are many servers provide free space. You have to be smart when using those free hosting 
places. Take into consideration that those sites may be used for educational (non-profit) purpose. We 
select http://www.geocities.com/ as an example to practice this job. In case of real business, you need 
to buy both a hosting space and a domain name (URL), for example http://www.h-elmahdy.net/. 

To know how “domain name” is very important business, you should know that buying 
“www.egypt.com and www.egypt.net” drived the Egyptian Goveronment to pay about $18 Millions 
(according to a speech of the Minister Ahmed Darwish – The Minister of Administration since 2004). 

2.6 Differences between Dynamic and Static Web Sites: 

Of all the various ways you can make your site, your pages will more or less fall into one of two 
categories; dynamic or static. While the differences may seem obvious at first, the distinction becomes 
rather blurred at the edges when you try to categorize your work into one of the two types. Indeed, you 
might not feel the need to know the nature of the pages you are building, but more often than not your 
type of page could have an effect on the type of software that is best for the job. 

2.6.1 So what's the difference? 

Essentially, static pages are those on your site that send exactly the same response to every 
request; dynamic pages can customize the response on the server to offer personalization based on 
cookies and information it can get from the visitor. 

An obvious example of a static page is an old style HTML document; the only way to change a 
HTML page is to upload a new or updated version in its place. Every time a static file is downloaded, 
the file contents that are sent to the browser are the same for everyone that accesses that file. 

While most pages written in a particular scripting language will return a personalized response to 
each visitor, this is not always the case; the same is true for pages utilizing Server Side Includes. 
Suppose for a moment that you had two SHTML documents, both of which include a single file; the 
first including a simple HTML snippet for the menu, the second including an online poll script. The 
page including the menu would be static; the menu would be the same for everyone that downloaded it 
until either of the files were changed on the server. The page that included the poll however would be 
dynamic, as it would display different pages to people depending on their previous voting history. 

Flash and Shockwave presentations are also classed as static content; despite the fact that user 
interaction can lead to different ways of presenting the same data, everyone will download the same 
file from the server. 

2.6.2 Static Pages 

Most of these advantages and disadvantages apply to normal HTML pages in particular. 
Advantages  

• Quick and easy to put together, even by someone who doesn't have much experience.  
• Ideal for demonstrating how a site will look.  
• Cache friendly, one copy can be shown to many people.  

Disadvantages  
• Difficult to maintain when a site gets large.  
• Difficult to keep consistent and up to date.  
• Offers little visitor personalization (all would have to be client side).  
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2.6.3 Dynamic Pages: 

Typically written in various scripting languages or technologies such as ASP, PHP, Perl or JSP. 

Advantages  
• Offers highly personalized and customised visitor options.  
• Database access improves the personalized experience (as opposed to using just client side 

cookies)  
• Scripts can read in data sources and display it differently depending on how it is run.  
• Can create the illusion of being updated regularly using time and date sensitive routines (or 

even randomisers) to display pre-written text.  

Disadvantages  
• Personalized pages are not very cache friendly.  
• Requires a basic minimum knowledge of the language being used.  
• Scripts need more consideration when uploading and installing, particularly to *nix servers.  

2.7 Visual Design Tips: 

The purpose of this section is to illustrate some of the common ways that dynamic websites are 
constructed visually and to demonstrate how you can become influenced by professional design. To do 
this we will look at some sites and then build our own, by incorporating common elements. As I write 
this I am concerned that just stealing a site design is wrong and thus this is not purpose of this section, 
but to show how different sites use similar layout and how these can influence you. 

2.7.1 A Few Sites to Look at: 
Have a browse around the following websites, looking at the position of the visual features 

(logos, copyright messages etc) and navigational links. 
 

 
URL:  
http://www.oscommerce.com/ 
This site is designed as a 
product site for an open source 
shopping cart system that uses 
php. 

 

 
URL:  
http://hospiweb.qmuc.ac.uk/assets 
Site designed by myself to 
archive and promote the work of 
the hospiweb project 

 

 
URL:  
http://www.ibm.com/ 
IBM website 

 

These sites share some common features that will influence the design of our site: 

1) The main information section of the page has light background (white) and dark text (black), 
whereas colour is used on the pages in the navigational areas and logos.  
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2) The colours used in the navigational areas are differing shades of the same colour (blue/ IBM or 
green / Hospiweb assets). 

3) The site branding is positioned to the top left of the page. 

4) The overall site navigation (ie links to sections) is in a horizontal bar across the page below the logo. 

5) Sectional Navigation (linking to either pages or further subsections) are usually in a column to the 
left (hospiweb assets uses the right - to show a different example) of the main page information. 

6) The copyright, date updated and owner contact information is at the foot of the page. 

7) There are additional navigation or 'things of interest' highlighted by including a nested table within 
the main text. 

2.7.2 Overall Page Layout: 

If we put all those features into a basic table layout we have a page that looks something like this: 

 

The black lines represent the borders of a table that we can use to achieve this page layout. The HTML 
for such a layout might be:  

 <table width="720" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
 <tr>  
 <td colspan="2" height="20"> </td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr>  
 <td width="120"> </td> 
 <td> </td> 
 </tr> 
 </table> 
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2.7.3 Choosing A Color Scheme: 

Next we need to consider a colour scheme for the navigation areas. Based on the observations 
above, we note that different shades of the same colour are used (and as it is mine anyway) we'll 
borrow the hospiweb assets colour of green and set the cell colours: 

So make the second row (the links to sections area) a dark green - #006600 
and the left hand column (links to pages) a lighter green - #33CC99 

This gives a overall look of: 

 

2.7.4 Making a Logo: 

So next we need to make a logo. If we look at two of the logos (hospiweb assets and OsCommerce), 
there are again similarities that we can use to influence the design of our logo. 

2.7.5 URLs for HTTP Servers: 
 

As most HTML is served from HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) servers this is the most 
common URL you are likely to see. Consider the following examples:  

 
http://www.w3.org/hypertext/Addressing/ 
http://www.java.utoronto.ca:3232/home.html 
http://www.utoronto.ca/ian/books/html4ed/outline.html 
 
What do these strings mean? The first part http: means that the documents are served by an 

http server. The double slash (//) means that the next part is the name of the server. This can have two 
parts, the internet address of the server (essential) and the port number the server listens at (optional). 
In the first example www.w3.org the port number is not specified, so the browser assumes the default 
number for http servers (Port 80). In the second case URL tells the browser that the http server is at 
port 3232. The port is specified after the server name, separated by a colon. 
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The final part specifies the file or resource being requested: this is separated from the 
address+port number pair by a slash (/). The resource is specified by a path relative to the root directory 
of the server. Thus, in the third example, the document outline.html at www.utoronto.ca is found in the 
subdirectory .../ian/books/html4ed/ with respect to the HTTP server root. 

 
2.7.6 HTTP Directory Listings: 
 

If the file name is left out, the server tries to send you a default directory file. Usually this is a 
file named "index.html", but this default name can be modified (or turned off) by the server 
configuration files. You should always include the trailing slash if you are referencing a directory, for 
example /directory/ as otherwise the server will think you are requesting a file named directory as 
opposed to information about the directory.  

 
2.8 Page Developing Tools: 

 
There are many pages developing tools around. They create the HTML directly. Some of these 

tools are: FrontPage, and Dreamwaver. Also, you can use MicroSoft Office to save any file as a web 
page. Some of those packages generate a lot of XML code. Also, some of them generate the Arabic 
characters as code.  

The main purpose of knowing the HTML code are: understanding how to create any page that 
you browse from the Internet, retailoring it as your request, and playing around with scripting laguages 
like the PHP (next chapter).  

You can use Flash to create complete pages with their scripts (this is out of our scope). 
 

2.9 A Sample of Questions: 

Part 1:       . . . . . . . . . . . .                                                                                                                       
Fill in the circle that represents the correct choice for each 

question in the given answer sheet (more than one choice for any 
question would be considered wrong answer). 
 

An example of a correct answer: 

 
 

Examples of wrong answers: 

   
  

1- “What You See Is All What You Get” WYSIAWYG concerns with. 
a- Printing only b- Screen Display only. 
c- a and b.  d- None of the above 

2- To work with Web pages, you have to have:. 
a- Text Editor b- Web Browser 
c- Graphics Tools d- All of the above 
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Part 2 : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fill in the circle that represents the correct choice for each 

question in the given answer sheet (more than one choice for any 
question would be considered wrong answer).  

1) Free www.geocities.com should be used for tutorial purposes 
only. 
a. True 
b. False 

2) HTML is a programming Language. 
a. True 
b. False 

3) A Selector is a defined style that is made up of properties to 
control the appearance of an element on the page.. 
a. True 
b. False 

 
Part 3: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

This part consists of  fill in The Blank questions. Given below 
a table of words to choose from. On the answer sheet, put the number 
of the appropriate word in the space available for that question. 
 

1 
subclass  

 

2 
CSS 

3 
OSI 

4 
static pages 

5 
API 

6 
HTML 

7 
OSS 

8 
XML 

9 
superclass  

 

10 
overriding  

 
 

1. . . .6 . is designed to specify the logical organization of a 
document, with important hypertext extensions. 

2. . . . 2 . are a combination of Selectors and Properties that 
are used to control the appearance of a page. 

3. . . .4 . are those on your site that send exactly the same 
response to every request; dynamic pages can customize the 
response on the server to offer personalization based on 
cookies and information it can get from the visitor. 


